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This is part 2 to "How To Avoid The Superwoman Complex"



The Superwoman ComplexThe Superwoman Complex:A Follow-Up VisitBy C. Nicole Swiner,

MDCopyright © 2016 Swiner Publishing CompanyAll rights reserved. :
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You74References80PreludeEveryone’s financial, household or job setup is different, so some

of the changes I made may not be feasible for you. That’s okay! The goal is to start thinking

about what changes you can make. Figure out what best works for you. Start with more simple

remedies. If your job is awesome but the commute is a nightmare, look into a car/vanpool

option or even better, talk to your employer about teleworking one or two days per week. If you

love your profession but certain aspects are taking a toll on you, consider how todo it

differently.For example, if you’re a teacher, consider leading a homeschool group for children in

your church or subdivision, working as an education consultant or doing both. If you’re totally

unhappy as an engineer, begin thinking about what you are happy doing and how you may be

able to make a living doing it. These decisions may involve going back to school and/or taking

an entrepreneurial leap of faith, but considering the amount of time we spend working, we

should spend it doing something that doesn’t leave us perpetually stressed. It’s important to

note that none of this will happen overnight. It may take a year (or three or four), but you have

to start somewhere and that’s now!Let’s pick up where we left off with the first book. Let’s

continue to learn…. how to avoid the Superwoman Complex. Enjoy.ForewordPerhaps there’s

no better medicine than the loving, witty, and humorous advice shared between good

girlfriends. Dr. Nicole Price Swiner is that comforting voice on the other end of the phone line,

administering a healthy dose of healing and hope. As if standing on the sideline of a marathon,

she cheers for her readers and encourages them to abandon the pressure to be perfect.

Instead she writes a prescription for rest and more importantly, fun while juggling the demands

of family life. Debunking the Superwoman myth is definitely worth a follow-up visit. Page by

page, the good doctor is a reliable and supportive sister- friend who reminds us we can be

super and women.Tamara GibbsAuthor of Single Serving for Single WomenClient of Swiner

Publishing CompanyThe best care always includes fantastic follow-up! That’s just what Dr.

Swiner/Docswiner delivers in this timely sequel to “How To Avoid The Superwoman Complex”.

You’ll immediately recognize the caring voice backed by the wealth of knowledge and matter-of-

fact wit that is her signature style.The follow-up visit does more than just check to see how

you’ve been doing with your new tips and habits. Dr. Swiner is back with even more advice that

puts her medical knowledge right in your hands in everyday words and exercises to get you

moving. She explores a range of key topics like how your relationship is affecting your health,

the subtle things at work that could be draining your happiness, and simple changes to make

sure you’re living your best life.My favorite part of this book is that you can feel Docswiner’s

passion for medicine, zeal for life, and love for her patients coming through in every word. It’s

inspiring. It makes me want to be healthier to do more for longer with the ones I love. I trust it

will do the same for you.Dr. Mani Saint-Victor, “Break The Cage”, MDCo-founder of “Thinking

About Quitting Medicine”Thanks and GratitudeThis past year has been phenomenal. I truly

couldn’t have pursued my passion without the encouragement and love from the following



folks:My Lord and Savior, Jesus ChristMy family-The love of my life, Ric, and our 2 beautiful

girlsMy Daddy, Mama (rest in Heaven), brother Reginald and sis-in-law (and Editor-In-Chief of

both books) NicoleMy Swiner familyMy #Durm (Durham, NC) music, arts and think tank tribe

(You know who you are)My clinic-Durham Family Medicine-for putting up with my multitasking

and reschedulingMy patients-for also putting up with the aboveMy assistant, Amy Maynard-for

all of your hard work and being Jane on the spotI-Cubed Agency for help and great adviceFor

supportive groups-WERock Atlanta, MochaMedicine, PMG, Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.,

No Fear of Oklahoma City, MUSC, UNCMy church-Union Baptist Church and Pastor and

FirstLady HammondMy home church-Truth and Fellowship Ministryand Pastor BriggsAny and

all organizations that have invited me to speak thispast yearAnd last but not least….all of you

who have purchased this book.I thank you.-DocswinerIntroductionThe Superwoman Complex:

A Follow- Up VisitHello again! Funny to think it’s been less than a year since I sat down and

decided to pen the first book. Since March 2015, it’s been a whirlwind! I, along with my family

and friends, have worked, and shared, and called, and emailed and begged for this “book tour”

of mine to happen. It’s been going well, with TV appearances, book signings and speaking

engagements a couple of times a month. And during most of it, the next question has usually

been, “So, when’s the next one coming out?” It’s almost similar to when you first get married.

Before you can even enjoy the first moment, folks begin asking the question, “So, when are you

going to have kids”, allowing no time to breathe.Well, here we go!I named this one the “Follow-

Up Visit,” because I’m a doctor, and doctors live for the follow-ups. But I also wanted to bring

readers back in to delve deeper into the topics I mentioned in the first book. People that I met

who read the book often said they wanted to know more about the this complex and how to

battle it. I almost tricked readers, on purpose, of course, into learning more about important

medical topics than they probably wanted to, and then teased a little about what to do about

the Superwoman Complex. So, that’s what I intend to do. Give you more.I hope you enjoyed the

first book, and I hope you enjoy this one as well. Let’s delve in together, once more, and come

out the other side a more settled, calm and relaxed Us.While I was laying down the foundation

for this book, the Charleston 9 tragedy occurred. If you had your head stuck in the sand during

this time, it was a sad display of racism that befell 9 innocent victims at Mother Emanuel AME

church in downtown Charleston, my hometown. A shooter went into the church, sat with the

congregation that welcomed him into their worship service, and ended their lives all in the

name of racism. I’ve been feeling depressed and saddened ever since, and I’ve tried to hold

my tongue as much as possible in an effort to not offend and also to
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Tamara Tami Patzer Beyond the Best Seller, “A Follow-Up Visit is great companion to No More

SuperWoman Complex. Doc Swiner has added more value in her second book The

Superwoman Complex: A Follow- Up Visit ...in the first book Dr. Nicole Swiner outlined the 12

things you need to do, and now she is giving you the hows. She even includes a chapter about

the Superman Complex for men, so you can help your boyfriend or husband. Doc Swiner has a

fun, informative writing style that is easy to read and understand, which is what we all want

from our family doctor. I highly recommend you get both books and USE what you learn to help

yourself and your family live a longer, healthier life.”

Latoya, “Get yours!. Great read and very realistic to every day life.”

Marie, “This book is an awesome follow up to "How to Avoid the Superwoman Complex" ....

This book is an awesome follow up to "How to Avoid the Superwoman Complex" and has been

a great help to me! Even though it was just released, I've already finished the book -- it's that

insightful! It's easy to read and very conversational, even though the author has a medical

degree. I highly recommend as a personal purchase and/or for your sister, best friend or

anyone else struggling with the superwoman complex!”
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Lady Wy, “A must read for busy women!. This is a quick read full of wisdom sprinkled with

humor to help women on the move create the fulfilling life they want to have...a great follow-up

to the first book!”

Techy Reviewer, “She did it again!. Easy-to-read, practical guide to viable alternatives for

simplifying your life in an effort to becoming your best self!”

Margo Jordan, “Good job, Dr. As a working mom, I'm proud to see another mompreneur stand

up for us and give us permission to focus on self care. Good job, Dr. Swiner!”

Mother of Two, “You always need to go to that follow up appointment!. Excellent follow up to

"How to Avoid the Superwoman Complex"  Life changing advice! A must read....”

The book by Nicole Swiner has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 7 people have provided feedback.
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